The Mopar® name has long been emblazoned on race cars greeted by checkered flags, on boxes left over from a weekend of wrenching and on shirts belonging to the masters of your make and model. Its rich history is born not just of parts but of lifelong connections made at those tracks, garages and service bays. Mopar is with you the moment you get your new keys and for every kilometre thereafter. It helps you make your ride your own with accessories of every kind. Insures you with superior maintenance, made-for-your-model parts and Mopar Vehicle Protection®.

Vehicle on cover features C-Stripe Graphic, Shaker Hood Package and 20-inch Lightweight Race Wheels.
Mopar® offers a variety of decal graphics to personalize your Challenger and express your individuality. These graphics are designed and tested specifically for your vehicle and made of fade- and weather-resistant 3M™ vinyl, including a layer of laminate to protect the graphic and your vehicle. A variety of designs are available for the bodyside, roof, hood and decklid.

This is where it gets personal.

**Hood Venting System**
Works in powerful collaboration with the T/A hood, directing air into the engine system for a decided boost in propulsion, and to make Challenger even more formidable. Two versions of the system are available. The system shown near right is for 2011 – 2016 model-year vehicles equipped with Cold Air Intake Kit 5202601. The system shown far right is for 2011 – 2015 model-year vehicles equipped with Cold Air Intake Kit 77070044AC. Each version of the system includes a hood scoop bezel, venting components and fasteners, requires a Cold Air Intake Kit (sold separately) and is available for 5.7L engines only.

**T/A Hood**
It’s a classic throwback designed to move you forward. The hood with functional, integrated scoop is designed to replace the production hood and add a touch of racing heritage to your Challenger’s aggressive stance. Turn heads as you turn corners. Hood scoop comes in Matte Black and hood comes in a primed finish — but you can paint it to your own personalized statement.

**A. T/A Hood**
**B. BuMBLE BEE**
**C. WiDE CENTE RACiNG stR iPE**
**D. RockER stR iPE**
**E. MaTT EHooD GRAph iC**
**f. C-str iPE**
**G. GrAPHiC ACCEN ts.**
**EXUDE EXTRA ATTITUDE**

**A. HOOD PIN KIT.** This authentic touch gives you instant street cred — and gives your Challenger a distinctive muscle-car appearance. Constructed of no-scratch PVC-coated lanyards and clips of marine-grade stainless steel, with Black or Chrome hood pin plates that feature the Mopar® identity.

**C. PISTOL GRIP SHIFT HANDLE.** Add some throwback to your get-up-and-go with this secure, stylish and totally authoritative Pistol Grip Shift Handle. Shifter features the Mopar logo; for manual transmissions only.

**D. LOWERING SPRINGS KIT.** Enhance your inner street driver and raise your pulse by lowering your suspension. This kit delivers a measurable drop and cuts body roll for crisp handling, tight cornering and faster response. Four coil springs are included.

**F. BLACK CHROME GRILLE SURROUND.** Give your Challenger’s front end a unique and custom look. This custom Black Chrome Grille Surround enhances your vehicle’s aesthetics appeal, providing greater contrast and enhancing the appearance of depth and design texture.

**VEHICLE SHOWN WITH WIDE CENTRE RACING STRIPE GRAPHIC IN BLACK AND 20-INCH BLACK ENFORCE WHEELS.**

---

**Mopar Performance Parts are sold “as is,” unless otherwise noted.
MOPAR® WHEELS

These custom wheels are machined to match your Challenger’s exact specifications. The design delivers a smooth and balanced ride.

- **Mopar® Center Caps.** Add the finishing touch to your distinctive wheels with chrome center caps featuring the Mopar® logo. Purchased separately.

- **20- Inch Light Weight Race Wheel.** 20-Inch Classic Wheel. 20-Inch Black Classic Wheel. 20-Inch Black Chrome Race Wheel. 20-Inch Envy Wheel. 20-Inch Black Envy Wheel.

- **20- Inch Ralley Wheel.** 18-Inch Black Rallye Wheel.

- **20-Inch Matte Wheel.** 18-Inch Envy Wheel.

- **Mopar Center Cap.**

**Wheel Locks (Not Shown).** Includes four new lug nuts and a special fitting key to help offer maximum theft protection.

**Cold Air Intake Kit.**

- For those who would rather hear the rumble of the engine. This kit includes all necessary mounting hardware and a filter.

**Red Air Intake Kit.** This kit helps provide horsepower and torque gains under varying atmospheric conditions. With an aggressive sound, this intake provides performance you can hear and feel. The Cold Air Intake Kit includes all necessary mounting hardware and a filter.

**Strut Tower Brace.**

- Your vehicle suspension improved handling, braking, chassis rigidity and under-the-hood style with the Strut Tower Brace. The impressions and cost-effective design include a brace between the two struts, keeping them from excessive flex during hard cornering and braking. Shown with optional Shock Tower Caps and separately.

**Performance Suspension Kit.**

- This premium Suspension Kit features exclusive, race-stocked steel V6/5.7L technology. The thread design and aluminum spring perch bushings allow for easy adjustment of your vehicle’s height according to your exact specifications, and ensure that links to the rear suspension are the stronget impacting influences.

**Cat-Back Exhaust System.**

- Our performance Cat-Back Exhaust System features T409 stainless steel construction with standard landscaping and stainless band clamps. This free-flow system helps to provide horsepower and torque gains with a deeper tone, and to improve fuel efficiency. System is compatible with vehicle’s original equipment exhaust tips.

**Rear Strut Tower Brace.**

- Improve your Challenger’s handling and responsiveness while reducing chassis flex. The Rear Strut Tower Brace is true performance you can feel. Powder-coated grey and features the Mopar® logo.

**Side Exit Exhaust Adapter.**

- Fine-tune your exhaust by adding this Side Exit Exhaust Adapter. The result is a throaty, deeper tone that’s cleaner and more aggressive sounding when kicking up the horsepower and torque. The kit contains two adapter pipes (left and right) with welded flanges to accept customer-supplied side-exit exhaust pipes and tips. For use with Mopar Cat-Back Exhaust System.

**Strut Tower Brace.**

- Gives your vehicle suspension improved handling, braking, chassis rigidity and under-the-hood style with the Strut Tower Brace. The impressions and cost-effective design include a brace between the two struts, keeping them from excessive flex during hard cornering and braking. Shown with optional Shock Tower Caps and separately.

**HEMI® Engine Cover.**

- This HEMI® Engine Cover in HEMI Orange color lets you display in a not-so-subtle way that, “Yeah, it’s got a HEMI engine.” Only available for this HEMI/HEMI engine. Check provincial and local restrictions on installation and use. Also available in Carbon fiber design.

**Performance Strut Tower Brace.**

- Our performance Strut Tower Brace features exclusive, race-stocked steel V6/5.7L technology. The thread design and aluminum spring perch bushings allow for easy adjustment of your vehicle’s height according to your exact specifications, and ensure that links to the rear suspension are the stronget impacting influences.

**Rear Strut Tower Brace.**

- Improve your Challenger’s handling and responsiveness while reducing chassis flex. The Rear Strut Tower Brace is true performance you can feel. Powder-coated grey and features the Mopar® logo.

**Side Exit Exhaust Adapter.**

- Fine-tune your exhaust by adding this Side Exit Exhaust Adapter. The result is a throaty, deeper tone that’s cleaner and more aggressive sounding when kicking up the horsepower and torque. The kit contains two adapter pipes (left and right) with welded flanges to accept customer-supplied side-exit exhaust pipes and tips. For use with Mopar Cat-Back Exhaust System.

**Cat-Back Exhaust System.**

- Our performance Cat-Back Exhaust System features T409 stainless steel construction with standard landscaping and stainless band clamps. This free-flow system helps to provide horsepower and torque gains with a deeper tone, and to improve fuel efficiency. System is compatible with vehicle’s original equipment exhaust tips.

**Rear Strut Tower Brace.**

- Improve your Challenger’s handling and responsiveness while reducing chassis flex. The Rear Strut Tower Brace is true performance you can feel. Powder-coated grey and features the Mopar® logo.

**Side Exit Exhaust Adapter.**

- Fine-tune your exhaust by adding this Side Exit Exhaust Adapter. The result is a throaty, deeper tone that’s cleaner and more aggressive sounding when kicking up the horsepower and torque. The kit contains two adapter pipes (left and right) with welded flanges to accept customer-supplied side-exit exhaust pipes and tips. For use with Mopar Cat-Back Exhaust System.

**Strut Tower Brace.**

- Gives your vehicle suspension improved handling, braking, chassis rigidity and under-the-hood style with the Strut Tower Brace. The impressions and cost-effective design include a brace between the two struts, keeping them from excessive flex during hard cornering and braking. Shown with optional Shock Tower Caps and separately.

**HEMI® Engine Cover.**

- This HEMI® Engine Cover in HEMI Orange color lets you display in a not-so-subtle way that, “Yeah, it’s got a HEMI engine.” Only available for this HEMI/HEMI engine. Check provincial and local restrictions on installation and use. Also available in Carbon fiber design.

**Performance Strut Tower Brace.**

- Our performance Strut Tower Brace features exclusive, race-stocked steel V6/5.7L technology. The thread design and aluminum spring perch bushings allow for easy adjustment of your vehicle’s height according to your exact specifications, and ensure that links to the rear suspension are the stronget impacting influences.
TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN’T PASS UP

MOPAR® PHONE: It helps simplify driving by letting you keep your eyes on the road and your hands on the wheel. Mopar® Phone is an in-vehicle, voice-activated communication system that allows you to talk on your Bluetooth®-compatible phone virtually hands-free. Call contacts on your phone’s address book just by saying their name.

ELECTRONIC VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM: It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to taking vehicle recovery. The Mopar EVTS, powered by Guidepoint, utilizes nationwide GPS tracking systems that not only works 24/7 to keep track of your vehicle, but also helps recover your vehicle in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade plans include Emergency Service Dispatch, Security Fence, Arrival/Departure Notification, Excessive Speed Notification, Trace Maps of Past Locations and much more. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters with text alerts, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service are also offered.

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES: Engine Block Heater, Indoor Vehicle Boot Cover, Folding Sun Visor, Master Shield® Vehicle Protection Products, Mopar Performance Badge, Pressure Vehicle-Care Products and Trailering Accessories.

REMOTE START: Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system.

ELECTRONIC VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM (EVTS): It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to recovering a stolen vehicle. The Mopar EVTS, powered by Guidepoint, utilizes a nationwide GPS tracking system that not only works 24/7 to keep track of your vehicle, but also helps recover your vehicle in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade plans include Emergency Service Dispatch, Security Fence, Arrival/Departure Notification, Excessive Speed Notification, Trace Maps of Past Locations and much more. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters with text alerts, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service are also offered.

KATZKIN® LEATHER INTERIORS: Mopar® has partnered with Katzkin® to create unique leather interior options. Katzkin® offers a full line of leather interiors that are handcrafted and professionally designed for all Dodge brand vehicles. Choose from a variety of designs to match your style. It’s your car, make it your interior with Katzkin. Ask your retailer for more information.

**Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control, increase of collision risk, and can cause serious injury or death. ONLY USE MOBILE PHONES AND OTHER DEVICES, EVEN WITH VOICE COMMANDS, WHEN IT IS SAFE TO DO SO AND YOUR CONCENTRATION IS NOT INTERFERED WITH. VOICE COMMANDS OF PHONE REQUIRE A BLUETOOTH®-COMPATIBLE PHONE.**

**Phone must support Phone Book Access Profile (PBAP).**

**Guidepoint subscriptions governed by Guidepoint terms and conditions available at www.guidepointsystems.com (sign-in required).**

**Optional features subject to additional fees.**

**Check provincial and local laws on the use of remote starters.**

**Mopar® Phone helps simplify driving by letting you keep your eyes on the road and your hands on the wheel. Mopar® Phone is an in-vehicle, voice-activated communication system that allows you to talk on your Bluetooth®-compatible phone virtually hands-free. Call contacts on your phone’s address book just by saying their name.**

**Electronic Vehicle Tracking System (EVTS): It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to recovering a stolen vehicle. The Mopar EVTS, powered by Guidepoint, utilizes a nationwide GPS tracking system that not only works 24/7 to keep track of your vehicle, but also helps recover your vehicle in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade plans include Emergency Service Dispatch, Security Fence, Arrival/Departure Notification, Excessive Speed Notification, Trace Maps of Past Locations and much more. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters with text alerts, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service are also offered.**

**Additional Accessories: Engine Block Heater, Indoor Vehicle Boot Cover, Folding Sun Visor, Master Shield® Vehicle Protection Products, Mopar Performance Badge, Pressure Vehicle-Care Products and Trailering Accessories.**

**Remote Start: Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system.**

**Katzkin® Leather Interiors: Mopar® has partnered with Katzkin® to create unique leather interior options. Katzkin® offers a full line of leather interiors that are handcrafted and professionally designed for all Dodge brand vehicles. Choose from a variety of designs to match your style. It’s your car, make it your interior with Katzkin. Ask your retailer for more information.**